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Kory Floyd's approach to interpersonal communication stems from his research on the positive

impact of communication on our health and well-being. Interpersonal Communication, 2e

demonstrates how effective interpersonal communication can make students' lives better. With

careful consideration given to the impact of computer-mediated communication, the program

reflects the rapid changes of the modern world in which todayâ€™s students live and interact. The

program also helps students understand and build interpersonal skills and choices for their

academic, personal, and professional lives.
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Normally I don't make a habit of re-reading material from a college textbook, especially one out side

of my major - but this book is the exception. It is well-constructed volume of information that has real

world, daily applications. I found myself really examining my own behaviors and communication

skills and finding areas in need of improvement versus just reading the book because the professor

assigned it.If your professor chooses this book for your class, odds are you've got a pretty good

professor.

Book was common sense. Book came with pages loose.

The book did not come in the best of shape. The last chapters which i am on now are almost falling



out of the book.

Easy to read, helped me along in my interpersonal communication class I took online.

My daughter use it at school

This was the exact textbook that my daughter needed for her class.

Book is great but very bad user experience on 's part. I extended my rental 3 or so weeks

beforehand and it still expired and even though I've been charged for it I can no longer read my

book. FYI this book is being used for school.

Great condition
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